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Valryavritti of Sankaracharya -
A General Analysis

t2 Dn Aoarna Nansiar*
Introduction

Sree Sankaracharya was the one among the legendary figures
in the religiophilosophical history ofthe world. He is a unique personality
and there is no one to be compared with him before and after his advent.
In history achary's greatness as a philosopher, saing poet and moreover
as a religious reformer has remained unequalled. Kerala is blessed by
the birttr of such a magnanimous scholar. Acharya Sankara was born on
the banks of the river 'purna' in Kerala there is a village named 'Kalady'
in a Bratrmin (nambuthiri) family. His father was Sivaguru who was a
pious, virtuous and a learned nambuthiri and motherwasAryamba. There
is a belief that Lord Siva himself had came as an avathara in to the
womb ofAryamba Sankara grew up as a precious child who had studied
all the Vedas and sastras in his childhood itself. There is a famous sloka
about his education, which is -

*ashtavarshe chaturveadn dvadase sarvasastrakrit

Shodase krithavan bhashyam dvathrimse munirabhyagat"r

Which means Sankara had studied all the Vedas in his fourth
year of birttr and at the age of twelve he had completed the study of all
the sasfras deeply. Then at the age of sixteen he had composed bhashyas
(the commentary works) and he passed away at the age of thirty two.
From this sloka it is clear that he was a brilliant person with lots of
abilities. He tavelled all overlndia and through debates he established
the great philosophical doctrine of 'advaita', the oneness. In order to
popularize the doctrine of advaita Vedanta acharya composed a variety
of works which are categorized as follows -

l. Stotra granthas

2. Bhashya grathas and

3. Prakarana granthas
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Of them stotra granthas are the most simple works. He had
composed a number of stotra granthas and the aim of composing such
works is to convey the great messages of Vedas and Upanishads to the
normal people. Sivanandalahari, Annapurneswari stotram, Siva-Vishnu
bhujangaprayatham, Gurvashtakam, Kanakadharastotram,
Sivapanchaksharistotram etc. are some of the stotra granthas. Bhashya
granthas are the commentary works which are the precious compositions,
holds a peculiar position in the world ofphilosophy. These works shows
his scholasticity in Indian philosophical traditions and thus are teated as

the most majestic works in Indian philosophy. Brahmasutra
Sankarabhashyq Dasopanishad Bhashya and Bhagavat Gita Bhasya are

the important bhashya granthass ofacharya Sankara. Prakarana granthas

are in the form of simple verses through which acharya highlights the
greatness of advaita philosophy. Some of the prakarana granthas are
Atnabodhanu Aparokshanubhuti, Upadesasahasri, Vivekachudamani etc.
Among a number of prakarana granthas 'Valsyawitti'is a famous work.
Vakvaritti

This is great illuminating work of acharya Sankara, explaining
the importance of oneness through the famous mahavakya (axiom) 'tat
tvam asi'which is considered as a comer stone of Vedanta philosophy.
This work is especially meant for those who are highly interested in the
vedantic disciplines. Acharya maintained the method of developing the
attitude ofdetachmentfromtheworldlythings which causes pain and he

explains the way of realizing the bliss of oneness. This work is composed
in the form of a discourse between a teacher and student. By fiffy three
verses acharya establishes the advaita philosophy. Here at the very outset
he describesthe nature ofan ideal sishyawho seeksthe real knowledge.
An ideal sishyashouldbe like ared-hotbythethree kinds ofpains namely
adyatnik4 adhibhautika and ahidaivika and the one who earned the
sadhanas like sam4 dama etc goes to guru with fear and asks him several
questions inorder to overcome the worldly pains and the way to attain
liberation. Acharya says that-

"tapatrayagnisantaptah kaschidudvi gnamanasah

Samadisadhanairyuktah sadgurum paripricchati"2
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As an answerto his question guruexplainsthe nature ofliberation.
He says that the knowledge of the oneness of the jivatman and
paramafrnan arising from the upanishadic sentences such as 'tattvamasi,
is the means to liberation. The knowledge ofthe identity of the individual
self and the ultimate self or universal self, originating from the vedic
sentences like 'tatvamasi', 'aham bhrahmasmi' etc reveals the way to
attain the liberation. The reason for the feeling of difference between
the individual self and the supreme self is ignorance, which vanishes
when acquires the true knowledge. Answering to the question of the
disciple, guru elucidates the meaning oftheword 'tvam'.
The meanins of the word 'tvamt

Acharya Sankara explains here the very nature of atman as the
witness of the intellect and it is said as the existence-knowledge-bliss.
Andhe says thatto give upthe misconception of identiffingthe selfwith
the external body. The body is not the self. The gross body is possessed
of colors. Like the mud jar etc. the gross body also is the modification of
the panchabhutas (ether etc.) and the other great elements. Just like a
seer ofthe jar is distinct from the same for certain tha! you arc the seer
of the body and not the body. Acharya explains that -

"ghatadrashta ghatadbhinnah sarvatha na ghato yatha

dehadrashta tatha deho nahamityavadharaya'B

In this way the self is the seer of the indriyas (senses) but not
the indriyas, in the same way the individual self is neither the prana (vital
force) nor budhi (the intellect) and nor the mind. Then guru explains the
nature ofthe individual self. The self is the one by whose proximity alone
the non-conscious entities such as the body, the intellecg the mind etc.
functions by the way of acceptance and rejection. The self is the one
being changeless by nature controls the intellect etc. puts them in to
motion as the lodestone moving the iron. The self is the one who being
changeless knows the waking, dream and the deep sleep states and in
the same way the appearance and disappearance of the intellect. Here
the self is said as sakshi.

"svapnajagarithe suptim bhavabhavau dhiyam tatha
yo vethyavikriyah sakshatsohamityavadharaya"a
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Againjust as a lamp that illuminates ajar is accepted as different
from the jar, the consciousness itself is theAtman, the illuminator ofthe
body. For whose sake the persons and things like children and wealth
etc. are dear he is the self. And finally guru says that the consciousness
which is the nature of witness isAtman. The witnessing power and the
knowingness are the part of the self and the self is the one devoid of all
changes. Acharya explains-

'!ah sakshilakshano bodhastvam padarttrah sa uchyate"5

Then guru concludes the meaning ofthe word 'tvarn' by explaining
that the Atman is distinct from the subtle and the gross body, the
senses, the mind, the vital force, the ego etc. and is not affected by
any of these worldly things.

Meanins of the word 'tatt
After ascertaining the meaning ofthe word 'tvarn', acharya says

that one should think over the meaning of the word 'tat'. The meaning of
the word 'tat' should be ascertained by negating the things other than
Bratrman and thinking the exact nature of Brahman. In the Upanishads
the negation is called the method of 'not this, not this'. The things other
than Bratrman are only the superimposition on.Brahman and not real
should be negated. After the negation the meditation on the very nature
of Brahman should be done on the basis of the upanishadic sentences

such as "sat5/am jnanamanantam Brahma", 'aanandam Brahma' etc.
clearly shows the exact nature of Bratrman. Acharya starts the discription
of the nature of Brahman by taking the creame of upanishadic words in
the form of a sloka. Paramatman, the Ultimate Self is the one who is
absolutely free from all taints of the hansmigratory existence, beyond
whomthere is notagreaterbliss, who isthe embodimentofthe existence
and knowledge, all pervading and is well known as the Universal self. It
is said as-

"nirastaseshasamsaradoshosthuladi lakshanah adirisyatvadi gunakah
parakritatamomalah nirastatisayanandah satyapraj nanavigrahah
sattasvalakshanatr purnatr paramatnatmeti giyate'6

By ascertaining this sloka the reader will automatically go through
a number of upanishadic definitions of Brahman such as-
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"sah paryagat sukramaakayamvranamasnaviram sudhamapapavidham"
(Isavasyopanishad .8)

Which means ttre Universal self is the one, who is all pervading,

devoid ofbody, nerves etc, non destructive nature, pure and devoid ofall
sins. This is related to the word 'nirastaseshasamsaradoshah' in the above

said sloka. And for the word 'asthula' brings the meaning of another

upanishadic sentence, which is-

"asthhulamananvahrasvadirgham" (Bruhadaranyakopanishad.3 . 8. 8)

It means that the Universal self is not so fat, not so slim, not too
small and too big. The word 'sat5/art' undertakes the meaning ofanother
upanishadic sentence, which is-"satyam jnananarnanatam Brahma"
(Taittiriyopanishad. 2.1) which means the nature of Brahman is Existence,

knowledge and bliss. Then the word 'prajnanam' in the sloka denotes

the great upanishadic sentence of "prajnanam Brahma"
(Ithareyopanishad.3.3) means all the movable and immovable things in
the world is lead by the great wisdom and the wisdom itself is Brahman.

And finally the word "purnam" reveals the upanishadic message of
"purnamatah purnamidam purnat purnamudachyate Purnasya
purnamadaya purnamevavasishyate' @rihadaranyakopanishad.5. 1. I ).
This means that the nature ofthe Universal self is fullness. All the complete

things are comes from the fullness and if the fullness is taken from the

fullness what remains is the fullness. Thus the very nature of Brahman

is being the state of fullness. In this way each word in the above said

sloka undertakes a detailed and most valuable meaning of several

Upanishads. Then again acharya describes Brahman as the one who is
glorified by the Vedas as omnipresen! omniscient and omnipotent is

Bratrman.It is said as-

"sarvajnatvam paresatvam tatha sampurnasaktita"T

This is well said in mundakopanishad as'Yah sarvajnah sarvavit
yasyajnanamayam tapah" (mundakopanishad . 1.1.9). Then in the next

sloka Bratrman is shown as a material cause, which describes that by
whose proper knowledge makes a man the knower of everything is
Bratrman.In Vedas this is shown by many examples such as earttr etc.

There are number of forms like po! jar, glass etc made by the earth. But
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once it brocks it retreats in to the same form. And the knowledge of any

one ofthese makes the awareness about all the things made by earttr. In
the same way the proper knowledge of the Ultimate self makes the

knower of everyttring. And the one which enters in to ttre individual souls

and controls them is Brahman.

"jivatmana pravesascha niyantrutvam cha tan prathi't
Acharya again and again explains that the jiva and Isvara

ascertained by the material intelligence is not the individual self and the

Ultimate self but is the pure consciousness situated as a witness and the

Ultimate bliss devoid of maya i.e. the mere appearance ofworldly things.

The meanins of the mahavalsa 'tat tvamasi'
By ascertaining the deep meaning of the individual and the

Ultimate selves tatvamasi is said as the proper blending of both words as

well. It is said as-

"tadatmyamatra vakyarttrah'D

"akhandaikarasatvena vakyartho vidusham matah"rolo

Valcyawitti, Sankaracharya, 3 8.

The direct meaning ofthe word 'tatvamasi' is the identity ofthe
individual self and the supreme self. Acharya says that one should practice

the process of listening and thinking over srutis and its meanings along

with the qualities such as samq dama etc. till he feels the identity with
theUltimate self.

Inthis mannervalcyawitti provides us a detailed and clearpicture

ofjivatrran and paramatnan by fifty three slokas. Each sloka contains

the great messages of several Upanishads. By the proper study of this

work one can easily understand about the illusory nature of this world,

there is nothing other than the Ultimate reality and through that he can

enjoy the bliss of identity of the inner self with the supreme.

Conclusion
Sankaracharya" the great advaita philosopher gives us the great

message of 'oneness' by highlighting the mahavakya 'tatvamasi' in his

work valsyawitti. The meaning of 'tatvamasi matravalrya' is explained in

detail in chhandoryopanishad. But for an audinary person the upanishadic
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language will be always unreachable. Here is the importance of this
worlq though which acharya easily shows the essence ofthe mahavalcya.

The peculiar feature of this great work is its simplicity. The people can
understandthe vadantic doctrines such as the nature ofAtnan, Brahman
and the identity ofthe both which will lead a man to liberation. This text
also teaches us about the importance of a perfect guru whose teachings

will destoy all the doubts of an ideal disciple and lead him to attain the
ultimate bliss. And thus valcyawitti may be accepted as an epitome in
advaita Vedanta which establishes the identity of 'tat' (paramatnan)

and'tvam' (ivatnan).
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